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ABSTRACT The proton transfer activity of the light-driven proton pump, bacteriorhodopsin (bR) in the photochemical cycle
might imply internal water molecules. The free energy of inserting water molecules in specific sites along the bR transmem-
brane channel has been calculated using molecular dynamics simulations based on a microscopic model. The existence of
internal hydration is related to the free energy change on transfer of a water molecule from bulk solvent into a specific binding
site. Thermodynamic integration and perturbation methods were used to calculate free energies of hydration for each
hydrated model from molecular dynamics simulations of the creation of water molecules into specific protein-binding sites.
A rigorous statistical mechanical formulation allowing the calculation of the free energy of transfer of water molecules from
the bulk to a protein cavity is used to estimate the probabilities of occupancy in the putative bR proton channel. The channel
contains a region lined primarily by nonpolar side-chains. Nevertheless, the results indicate that the transfer of four water
molecules from bulk water to this apparently hydrophobic region is thermodynamically permitted. The column forms a
continuous hydrogen-bonded chain over 12 A between a proton donor, Asp 96, and the retinal Schiff base acceptor. The
presence of two water molecules in direct hydrogen-bonding association with the Schiff base is found to be strongly favorable
thermodynamically. The implications of these results for the mechanism of proton transfer in bR are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is a light-driven proton pump found
in the purple membrane of the bacterium Halobacterium
halobium (Oesterhelt et al., 1971, 1973). The experimental
structure of bR determined at atomic resolution from cryo-
electron microscopy revealed a channel containing the
Schiff base of the retinal chromophore (Henderson et al.,
1990). Site-directed mutagenesis and vibrational spectros-
copy experiments have enabled the identification of polar
residues in the channel involved in the proton transfer
pathway (Mogi et al., 1987, 1988; Stern and Khorana, 1989;
Marti et al., 1991). Several lines of evidence indicate that
water molecules may also be present in the channel and may
play an important functional role. Although the cryoelectron
microscopy structure lacks sufficient resolution to locate
water molecules, a contrast variation neutron diffraction
study has indicated that there are approximately four water
molecules present in the neighborhood of the Schiff base
(Papadopoulos et al., 1990). Spectroscopic experiments
suggest that one or more water molecules are directly hy-
drogen bonded to the Schiff base (Hildebrandt and Stock-
burger, 1984; Harbison et al., 1988; De Groot et al., 1990;
Deng et al., 1994; Fischer et al., 1994).
In previous papers, ab initio quantum chemical calcula-
tions were performed on Schiff base-water complexes to
investigate possible direct hydrogen-bonding interactions
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(Nina et al., 1993, 1995). Two minimal-energy interaction
sites were found; one involves a hydrogen bond with the
Schiff base NH group, which in light-adapted bR is in a
polar environment on the extracellular side of the Schiff
base, and the other involves a CH- . *O hydrogen bond on
the cytoplasmic side (see Fig. 1). Other water molecules, not
directly associated with the Schiff base, may also be in-
volved in the proton transfer pathway. The reprotonation
step at the end of the photocycle involves the transfer of a
proton from Asp 96, a residue near the cytoplasmic surface,
to the retinal Schiff base (Otto et al., 1989; Holz et al., 1989;
Butt et al., 1989; Gerwert et al., 1989). This requires the
translocation of a proton over a distance of 10 to 12 A
through a narrow region of the channel lined with nonpolar
residues. The question arises as to how the proton is trans-
ferred across this region. One possibility is that a number of
water molecules could form a proton transfer chain from
Asp 96 to the Schiff base (Cao et al., 1991). Although the
chain of water molecules could be stabilized by making
hydrogen bonds to each other, and perhaps to Thr 46 and
Thr 89 (Rothschild et al., 1992), preliminary analysis of the
bR structure suggests that it would be primarily located in a
nonpolar cavity. More generally, water moleules in buried
protein cavities can play an important functional role (Ed-
sall and McKenzie, 1983; Meyer, 1992; Williams et al.,
1994). This raises important questions concerning the ther-
modynamic stability of water molecules in such an envi-
ronment.
The goal of the present paper is to investigate the ther-
modynamic stability of water molecules in the bR proton
channel using molecular dynamics simulations and free
energy calculations. Whether a given protein cavity should
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be occupied by water molecules depends on the environ-
ment it provides. A qualitative appreciation of water occu-
pancy can sometimes be gained by examining the size and
shape of the cavity and the hydrophobic or hydrophilic
nature of the side-chains lining it. However, a more rigorous
analysis requires the determination of thermodynamic quan-
tities, in particular, the free energy of transfer of a water
molecule from bulk solvent to the buried site considered. A
theoretical determination of this quantity is therefore of
basic interest in understanding cavity hydration. Moreover,
theoretical analysis may be of use in analyzing the likeli-
hood of occupancy of sites not amenable to experimental
determination. For example, this problem can arise in crys-
tallographic analyses of water molecules with partial occu-
pancies and/or high thermal fluctuations or at a resolution
insufficient for their characterization. To investigate the
thermodynamic stability and probability of occupancy of
water molecules in specific sites in the channel of bR we
used molecular dynamics free energy perturbation methods.
In principle, the free energy of transfer can be determined
using molecular dynamics simulations. However, as resi-
dence times of buried water molecules can be on the nano-
second to microsecond time scale, indicating the presence of
significant energy barriers to their migration (Desinov et al.,
1995), water molecules are not expected to partition into the
interior of proteins according to thermodynamic equilibrium
in standard picosecond time scale molecular dynamics cal-
culations (Brooks et al., 1988). Consequently, specialized
molecular dynamics techniques must be employed. To this
end, Wade et al. (1990, 1991) have used thermodynamic
perturbation theory combined with molecular dynamics to
calculate the free energy of inserting water molecules inside
a sulfate-binding protein. The values obtained are consistent
with crystallographic observation. But practical and theo-
retical problems remain in such calculations. In particular,
the perturbation was calculated relative to a free unbound
reference state (Wade et al., 1990, 1991). It follows that the
position of the inserted water molecule is not restricted to
the cavity when it is weakly coupled to its surroundings near
the end-point of the thermodynamic integration and it can
diffuse away during the free energy simulation. A treatment
by Hermans and co-workers (Hermans and Shankar, 1986;
Chang and Hermans, submitted) avoids this problem by
applying a harmonic restraining potential to the inserted
particle in the non-interacting reference state. However,
there is no unique choice for the value of the force constant
used in the restraining potential, and the significance of the
calculated free energy is unclear. Thus, although the previ-
ous methods for calculating the thermodynamic stability of
water molecules in protein cavities provided elements es-
sential for solving the problem, some fundamental theoret-
ical aspects need consideration.
In the first part of this paper we address these problems
and the previous approaches (Hermans and Shankar, 1986;
Wade et al., 1990, 1991; Chang and Hermans, submitted)
are extended to allow a rigorous discussion of the thermo-
dynamic stability of water molecules inside the bR proton
channel. In particular, mathematical expressions suitable for
evaluation from computer simulations are derived for the
binding constant and the probability of finding any number
of water molecules in isolated cavities. The binding free
energy contribution of the restraining potential applied in
the reference state is treated analytically and its significance
is clarified. The present formalism is general and can be
applied to investigate the binding constant and the proba-
bility of occupancy of any molecule in a specific site in a
macromolecule. In the second part of the paper, hydrated
models of bR are constructed and the computational details
are described. In particular, the probability of water occu-
pancy is calculated using free energy molecular dynamics
simulations. The calculations provide a quantitative basis
for the thermodynamic description of functionally important
internal water molecules in bR. The results suggest that the
transfer of four water molecules from bulk water to bR, so
as to form an intact hydrogen-bonded column between the
proton donor, Asp 96, and the Schiff base, is thermodynam-
ically permitted. Moreover, it is found that the presence of
each of two water molecules directly hydrogen bonded to
the Schiff base is strongly favored thermodynamically. The
functional significance of these results is discussed. The
paper is concluded with a perspective on future experi-
ments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Free energy and probability of water occupancy
We consider an isolated cavity located inside a protein in thermodynamic
equilibrium with a large number, N, of bulk water molecules. The system
is such that two distinct regions in space, the cavity and the bulk regions,
can be distinguished. This implies that any volume integral can be ex-
pressed as the sum of the integrals over the two separate regions:
f dr ...
-fcavity dr * - - + fbulk dr - -- (1)
Thus, for any instantaneous configuration of the water-protein system, the
total number of water molecules inside the cavity can be represented by the
discrete function n'(r,, r2, .. ., rn), defined as
n'(r1, r2, .r) ==fcavity dr E 8(r -ri), (2)
where ri is the position of the oxygen of the ith water molecule and the
subscript of the integral sign implies that the integral is taken over the
volume of the cavity. The probability, Pn, of having exactly n water
molecules inside the cavity is calculated from the average:
(3)
where 8,, is a Kroenecker discrete delta function:
I if n = n'(rl, r2, * . .,r.)5nn = {0 otherwise. (4)
The completeness of the Kroenecker delta, ,nSnn' = 1, ensures that Pn is
normnalized, i.e., 7-npn = 1.
To derive expressions for the occupancy probabilities that can be
evaluated from computer simulations, it is useful to consider the probabil-
ity ratio Rn = Pn/Pn_ ,. Rn is proportional to the reversible thermodynamic
work needed to remove one water molecule from the bulk solution and
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insert it into the cavity, given that the cavity already contains n - 1 waters
(see below). For n = 1, this is given by
fd(l) ** .fd(N) fdF8in e-U/k,T
= fd(l) f. * d(N) fdF on, e- U/kBT' (5)
where U is the total potential energy of the system and (1, 2, * N) and F
are the degrees of freedom of the water molecules and the protein atoms,
respectively. As the factor 6,.n in the integrand is zero unless one of the N
water molecules is located inside the cavity, R, may be rewritten as,
fcavity d(l) f bulk d(2) ..* fbulk d(N) fdF e-U/kBT
N fbulk d(l) fbulk d(2) ... fbulk d(N) f dr e U/kBT (6)
where water molecule number 1 is chosen arbitrarily to occupy the cavity.
The factor N is included to account for the multiple ways to obtain
equivalent configurations. More generally, Rn is
R_ N!/(n!(N-n)!)
-N!l((n- 1)!(N- n + 1)!)
(7)
fcavity d(l)...f*cavity d(n) fb, d(n + 1) f.f,bk d(N) f dr e BU/BT
fcavity d(l) cavity d(n - 1) fbuk d(n)...f*bk d(N) fdF e UBT
as there are N!/(n!(N-n)!) equivalent configurations with exactly n water
molecules in the cavity. In the thermodynamic limnit, N -> oo and the
prefactor (N -n)ln N/n.
To make further progress in obtaining an expression that can be eval-
uated through a computer simulation, it is useful to define U1 as the total
potential energy of the fully interacting system and UO as the total potential
energy of a fictitious system in which water molecule number 1 is invisible
and does not interact with its surroundings. Rewriting Eq. 6 as
Rcavity
= N bulk
we introduce U, and UO as follows:
Rcavity
L fcavity d(1)fbulk d(2) ... fbulk d(N) f dr e-U/kBT
-f d(l) 3(rl - r*) fbulk d(2) ... fbulk d(N) f dr eU/ BTJ
and
Ibulk (10)
[ fbulkd(1) fbuLkd(2) ... fbulkd(N) f dr eukBT 1
-f d(l) 6(r1 - r*) fbulk d(2) . .. fbulk d(N) fdr e U/kBT}
As water molecule number 1 is non-interacting in the U0 fictitious system,
the position r* can be chosen arbitrarily in Eqs. 9 and 10. The term RIuik
may then be expressed as
RbulkR,i
[fbulc d(1)6(r, - r) fbulk d(2) ... fbulk d(N) f dr e u/kBT]
=fJbudILrd(ar ) (r - r*) fbuk d(2).. fbfk d(N) f dr eUokBT]
(8)
where AA"', corresponds to the free energy difference between a first
system, U1, in which the water molecule number 1 is fixed at an arbitrary
point r in the bulk region and interacts with its surroundings and a second
system, UO, in which water molecule number 1 is invisible and fixed at an
arbitrary point r*. Because the free energy AA°bj" does not depend on r, by
translational invariance of the bulk region, the volume integral simply
results in a factor of Vbulk in Eq. 11. Similarly, the term Rc,ai'y may be
expressed as
Rc,avity
[fcavity d( 1)8(r - r)fbulkd(2)...f*bulkd(N)f dFe IkBT]
rfd(1)8(r1 - r*) fbul d(2)... fbkd(N) f dF&U°BT
rcavity dr e wcavity(r)IkBT (12)
where W.°av,ly(r) is the potential of mean force (PMF) corresponding to the
r-dependent free energy required to insert a water molecule at position r
inside the cavity. As expressed in Eq. 12, the evaluation of R'avity requires
repeated calculations of the r-dependent function Wavity(r), at a large
number of positions, due to the explicit three-dimensional volume integra-
tion over r. In principle, this could be done by performing a large number
of independent free energy simulations, fixing the water molecule at
different points r. However, this would be computationally prohibitive. A
more efficient method for evaluating Eq. 9 is thus desirable. Moreover, as
the water molecule is not coupled to its surroundings in the UO system, it
is likely to leave the cavity near the end-point of the thermodynamic
integration during a straight molecular dynamics trajectory, leading to
errors. Therefore, an important methodological problem is the design of an
effective computational approach to insert a water molecule in a cavity
without biasing the results with restraining forces while ensuring an accu-
rate sampling of the cavity volume at all points in the thermodynamic
integration. This can be achieved using the following theoretical analysis.
Eq. 9 can be rewritten including the harmonic potential, u(r,) =
/2kharT,n(r -r*)2, acting only on the non-interacting invisible water mol-
ecule:
[fcavity d(l) fbulk d(2) . .. fbulk d(N) f dFeUu/kBT]
Lrf d(l) fbulk d(2) ... fbulk d(N) I dFe [Uo+u(rl)o/kBTJ
[ f d(l) fwl d(2)... fbulk d(N) ... dFe-[Uo+u(r)l/kBT ](9) LX d(1)S(r, - r*) fbwik d(2) ... fbulk d(N) f dFe UOkBT]
= e AAvi/kBT (13)
[fd(I)e u(r)/kBT \/fbWk d(2).. fbulk d(N) f dreFUABT\
[tf d(1)5(r1 r*)} k d(2)...f*bud(N) f dre UO(kBT)]
= eAACAY/kBT
kharm
where AAO" corresponds to the free energy difference between a system
of potential energy Ul, in which the interacting water molecule is free to
move inside the cavity, and a system of potential energy UO + u(r,), in
which the same water molecule is non-interacting but has its oxygen
harmonically restrained around the point r* with a force constant kharm. The
factor R1 is then
Pbulk ~~-lAA0-'YAAb'lkIIkBTRI= PbIk( ) e cavy bulk (14)
~harmn
= fbuIdr e MkIBT
= Vbu e-AA ik/kBT,
where the bulk density is Pbulk = NNbulk. A similar harmonic restraining
(11) potential was first introduced to serve as a reference thermodynamic state
in a study of free energy of xenon in myoglobin (Hermans and Shankar,
1986).
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The previous development can be generalized to derive similar expres-
sions for R,,
I (2irkBT [AA -AA-" /kBR = - Pbu k( aT) e na_ bAAh,,kl/k5T (15)n
n ~ harm
where AA(.-,'Yn(r) corresponds to the free energy needed to insert one
water molecule inside a cavity already containing (n- 1) waters.
Once the quantities Rn have been calculated, the probability of occu-





I + (RI) + (R,R2) + (RlR2R3) +R. (17)
The probability that the cavity be unoccupied is
1 + (RI) + (RIR2) + (RIR2R3) + (1)
All of the binding factors Rn and occupancy probabilities Pn are zero for n
larger than Nia,X, the maximal number of water molecules that can be fitted
into the cavity. An important special case occurs if the size of the cavity is
such that it cannot be occupied by more than one water molecule. All of the
factors R2, . ., Rn are then zero and the probability of finding one water
inside the cavity is simply
1+RI (19)
This equation can be compared with the familiar expression for first-order
saturation for substrate binding:
PbuIkKI (20)
pi= 1 + P1buIkKI (0
where Pbulk and K, (by analogy with Eq. 14) play the role of the substrate
concentration and binding constant, respectively.
Because they correspond to well-defined alchemical transformations
between a first system with potential energy UO + u and a second system
with potential energy U,, the quantities AA`'lX,n can be calculated using
the standard methodologies of free energy perturbation or thermodynamic
integration (e.g., see Kollman, 1993, and references therein). Although the
present formalism was developed in terms of a harmonic restraining
potential, the analysis could easily be generalized to other kinds of poten-
tials; e.g., Helms and Wade (1995) have recently used a flat-bottomed
harmonic well to restrain the motion of a water molecule during a free
energy perturbation. Alternatively, the restraining potential could also be
applied to the center of mass of the inserted molecule. More importantly,
although similar restraints have been used previously in free energy cal-
culations (Hermans and Shankar, 1986; Chang and Hermans, submitted;
Helms and Wade, 1995), the harmonic potential introduced here appears
for the first time in rigorous mathematical expressions for the binding
factors, Rn, and the probabilities of occupancy, Pn. Thus, the present
theoretical formulation significantly clarifies the interpretation of free
energy calculations for estimating the thermodynamic stability of water
molecules in protein cavities.
Although the numerical value of AA n- ,)-" depends on r* and kha,,,, the
final result and the factor R,, are, in principle, independent of these
quantities (see Eq. 13). For example, if the translational freedom of the
water molecule confined in the harmonic well in the non-interacting system
is smaller or larger than in the fully interacting cavity, the free energy
AA"'-I)-' will contain compensating contributions such that the final
result for the factor Rn is unchanged. The restraining potential in the
present formalism plays a role similar to the window potential in the
umbrella sampling procedure of Patey and Valleau (1975); i.e., a biasing
potential is introduced to facilitate the computation and its influence is
removed from the final result. However, independence from the harmonic
potential and accuracy in the free energy analysis are conditional on
accuracy in the evaluation of AAIn{ "'. An optimal choice of the param-
eters r* and kharm may be found by minimizing the contribution of the
harmonic restraint to the free energy of binding. Taking the fully interact-
ing system U, as a reference, that is,
A(r*, kh.a) = kBTln(eu` )(BT\) + kBT In Pbulk )3]\kharn (21)
the first term can be approximated to the lowest order in perturbation:
kBT ln(eu(r)/kBT ) (u(r )) (22)
- 2 kharm[(6r)(l) + ((rl)(1) -r)
where (&r\J) and (r,)(,) are, respectively, the mean square fluctuations and
the average position of the oxygen of the (unrestrained) water molecule 1
in the system U,. To find the optimal harmonic restraining potential, we
seek to find the values of r* and kharm, which correspond to a minimum of
A(r*, khra,r), yielding




Thus, the optimal choice for the confining harmonic potential is that which
best matches the average position and the mean square fluctuations of the
unrestrained water molecule in the cavity during a dynamic simulation of
the fully interacting system, U,.
So far, the present methodology has been developed for a general case
in which the waters filling the cavity can move freely and exchange their
position during the particle insertion simulations. As waters embedded
inside protein cavities are often loosely bound and can move over large
volumes (as indicated in their large B factors), they are expected to
influence each other's stability. Those effects are reflected in the formal-
ism. As the nth water is being created (i.e., A is approximately zero),
nothing prevents the already existing (n - 1) waters to move into the
empty space that the fully grown nth water would occupy. Such overlap is
important to obtain the correct free energy estimate as expressed by Eq. 15.
It is precisely as the nth water is influenced by the already existing (n- 1)
waters during the insertion that important free energy correlation effects
are incorporated in the binding factors Rn. The expression derived for Rn
requires that the configurational integral must be performed over all
possible configurations during the free energy calculation AA cv-ty
Thus, direct application of Eq. 15 is based on the assumption that the nth
water molecule can exchange its position and mix with the (n- 1) other
molecules as it is being inserted in the cavity. This condition may not be
respected in the case of a narrow channel, in which the water molecules
have a single-file configuration and cannot pass one another. In such
systems, the order of insertion will be maintained over all of the free energy
calculations and the configurational integral yielding Eq. 15 will be in-
complete. To determine the complete free energy of binding, it is therefore
necessary to include a factor n! corresponding to the number of equivalent
ways to fill the narrow channel. The origin of the 1n! in the case of a narrow
channel can be explained by the following argument. By analogy with Eq.
12, the product R, 'tYR2 R'' i' may be expressed as (the notation
has been simplified slightly for the sake of clarity)
avityRcavity . Rcavity _ gcavity
(25)




. 50,,,)R I R,) ... Rn ,
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where W(r,, r2, ..., r.) is the PMF corresponding to the configuration-
dependent free energy required to insert n water molecules inside the cavity
at the position (r,, r2, . . ., rn). The integration is totally unrestricted and the
integrand runs over all possible values of r,, r2, ..., and r.. Due to the
indistinguishability of the water molecules, the PMF is invariant with
respect to the exchange of water molecules; i.e., W(r,, r2,.. ., rn) = W(r2,
r,, . . ., r.) and so forth. Thus, the integration is taking place over many
equivalent regions of configurational space. However, when the cavity is a
long narrow channel, there can be large energy barriers (much larger than
kBT) such that the water molecules cannot exchange their position during
a simulation and are effectively confined along a one-dimensional axis.
Assuming that the channel is oriented along the z axis, it is possible to
arrange the four waters such that zI < Z2 < ... < Zn, or any other order.
Thus, the complete integral shown above can be expressed as
RI-n =n!J dr,dr2 ... drne-W(rI,r2.rn)/kgT +
ZI<Z2< .<Z, (26
1
n! J dr1dr2 ... drne-w(ri,r2. . .rn)/kBT + ....
Z2<ZI<. .<Zn
This is not as restricted as it may seem. The molecules are essentially
ordered along the z axis because they do not exchange positions. However,
this does not imply that they do not have motions and fluctuations in the x
and y directions. There are n! equivalent integrals to account for all of the
possible ways to introduce the n waters inside the channel, and the
complete integral can be expressed as
Rcavity drldr2dr3 ... drne-W(ri,r2,. .,rn)/kBT (27)
ZI<Z2<. .<Zn
There is no such n! for the RbuIk factors as the waters in the bulk region can
exchange their position freely and are totally uncorrelated (in the thermo-
dynamic limit). In the case in which the water molecules are located along
a narrow channel, it may be more effective to compute the free energy
AA4O,n directly for a given ordered configuration. Based on Eqs. 14, 15,
and 16, the result of the free energy perturbation is then
cavity yt2lTkn j~3/ AA0_~ -nAA0'1l/kBT i~RIavlty= (Pbulk) k.) e-I cavity bulk (28)
~harmr
where AAa,n A-t= y + *-- + AA(n- 1),n is the free energy of
insertion of n waters in an ordered configuration. For the sake of simplicity,
it was assumed in deriving Eq. 28 that the optimal force constant khairm of
the confining harmonic potential is the same for the n ordered waters.
Application to bacteriorhodopsin
All simulations on bR were performed using the CHARMM program
(Brooks et al., 1983).
Potential energy function and model system
Potential energyfunction. The form of the potential function used has been
given elsewhere (Nina et al., 1995). It contains harmonic terms represent-
ing bond length and angle deformation and improper torsional displace-
ments, a sinusoidal dihedral term, and pairwise-additive van der Waals and
Coulombic electrostatic terms representing the interactions between non-
bonded atoms. No explicit hydrogen-bonding terms are included; hydrogen
bonds are modeled using electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. The
PARAM22 potential function parameters were employed for the amino
acid residues (MacKerell et al., 1992). The TIP3P model was used to
represent the water molecules (Jorgensen et al., 1983). Parameters for the
protonated retinal have been derived using ab initio and semi-empirical
quantum chemistry calculations on water-Schiff base hydrogen-bonded
complexes (Nina et al., 1993, 1995). Nonbonded interactions were brought
to zero using a group-based switching function between 10 and 12 A. All
covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms were kept fixed with the
SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al., 1977). The adopted basis Newton-
Raphson algorithm was used for all energy minimizations (Brooks et al.,
1983). Molecular dynamics calculations were performed with a timestep of
2 fs.
Model system. The system modeled is light-adapted bR568. In this
species, the retinal is all-trans and protonated (Harbison et al., 1984a,b;
Smith et al., 1989). The model was derived from the structure of bR
determined experimentally using electron microscopy. The resolution is
approximately 3 A in the direction parallel to the membrane plane and
almost 7 A in the direction perpendicular to the membrane plane (Hender-
son et al., 1990). The experimental coordinates were modified in the
following ways (Zhou et al., 1993; Humphrey et al., 1994; Nina et al.,
1995). First, the position of helix D (residue 106-127) was translated by 4
A in the +Z direction, i.e., toward the cytoplasmic side of the membrane
(Henderson, personal communication). Second, the inter-helical loops were
modeled and added to the seven transmembrane helices so as to approxi-
mately incorporate their influence on the global structure and dynamics
(Ferrand et al., 1993). Residues 1-7 were not included. The details of the
conformation of the loops are not expected to significantly influence
the present results as they are located far away from the Schiff base. Third,
the hydrogens were added using the HBUILD command of CHARMM
(Brunger and Karplus, 1988).
The protonation state of the ionizable groups was assigned on the basis
of experimental measurements and theoretical pKa calculations (Lewis et
al., 1978; Doukas et al., 1981; Druckmann et al., 1982; Engelhard et al.,
1985; Gerwert et al., 1987; Subramaniam et al., 1990; Herzfeld et al., 1990;
Bashford and Gerwert, 1992). The residues Asp 85 and Asp 212 were
unprotonated whereas Asp 96 and Asp 115 were protonated (Braiman et
al., 1988; Gerwert et al., 1989, 1990). By default, the internal residues Glu
9 and Glu 204 were unprotonated and Arg 82 was protonated as no
experimental data are available for these residues. The Tyr residues 57, 79,
83, and 185 were protonated.
Positioning of the water molecules
Previous quantum chemical results indicate that water molecules can form
strong hydrogen bonds with the retinal Schiff base at two positions, as
illustrated in Fig. I (Nina et al., 1995). In one position, a water molecule,
which we label molecule A, hydrogen bonds with the N16-H16 group of
the retinal on the extracellular side of the Schiff base, in a polar hydrophilic
cavity. In the other position, a water molecule (molecule B) hydrogen




FIGURE 1 Arrangement of water molecules hydrogen bonded to a pro-
tonated Schiff base obtained by ab initio quantum chemical calculations
after insertion into the bR structure and energy minimization (Nina et al.,
1995).
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the cytoplasmic side of the Schiff base (Nina et al., 1995). Energy mini-
mization calculations suggested that two water molecules can be incorpo-
rated in bR in sites A and B without significantly perturbing the protein
structure. In the present work, water molecules A and B were incorporated
in their respective sites following the minimization protocol described in
Nina et al., 1995.
The simulations indicated that four water molecules, with interoxygen
distances of -2.8 A, can form a continuous hydrogen-bonded chain
between the Asp 96 side-chain and the Schiff base in the nonpolar channel.
One of these molecules, which hydrogen bonded to the CH group of the
Schiff base, is molecule B. If there are less than four molecules in the
nonpolar channel they cannot torm a continuous chain because the distance
between Asp 96 and the Schiff base is 10-12 A. Molecular dynamics
calculations using five or more water molecules in the channel led to severe
disruption of the protein. Therefore, in addition to waters A and B, three
more water molecules were inserted into the nonpolar channel (water
molecules C, D, and E). Waters B, C, D, and E form the continuous
hydrogen-bonded chain from Asp 96 to the Schiff base. Water molecules
A-E are the subjects of the thermodynamic calculations in this paper. An
additional 23 water molecules were added to the polar channel on the
extracellular side of the Schiff base; 5 of these are disposed in single file
approximately along the axis defined by water molecule A and the Glu 204
side-chain, and 17 water molecules lie on the extracellular side of Glu 204.
Hereafter, the resulting model is referred to as system I.
The positions of the water molecules in system I were refined using a
series of energy minimizations and molecular dynamics calculations. Dur-
ing the initial calculations, water molecules A and B and all the protein
atoms were fixed and harmonic distance restraints were applied between
the oxygens of successive water molecules to maintain the configuration of
the hydrogen-bonded single-file chain in the hydrophobic and hydrophilic
channels. After a few refinement cycles with the protein and waters A and
B fixed, all atoms closer than 16 A from the N16 of the Schiff base were
restrained using a harmonic potential while all of the remaining atoms were
kept fixed. Several more cycles of energy minimization and molecular
dynamics were then used to relax the structure, during which the force
constants of the harmonic restraints were progressively reduced until all of
the atoms within 16 A were free to move. The hydrated protein model
resulting from the refinement protocol was then equilibrated for 40 ps
using molecular dynamics with velocity rescaling.
To investigate the thermodynamic stability of the water hydrogen bond-
ing to the retinal C 5-H15 group (water B), a second model (system II) was
generated in which the three water molecules (C, D, and E) located in the
nonpolar channel were removed, leaving water molecule B hydrogen
bonded to the retinal CH group. After a short initial energy minimization,
system II was equilibrated for 40 ps.
The present simulations were performed in the absence of explicit lipid,
bulk water, or neighboring protein molecules. It has been observed that bR
has a tendency to take a globular shape under these conditions (Nonella et
al., 1991; Ferrand et al., 1993). Therefore, all backbone atoms of residues
farther than 18 A from the NH of the Schiff base were restrained using a
harmonic potential with a force constant of 2 kcal/mol/A2. Although
distortions were reduced in simulations of the full bR trimer in an explicit
solvent and lipid membrane environment (Edholm et al., 1995), the present
free energy simulations would not be computationally tractable using such
a large simulation system (> 18,000 atoms). In addition, the entire solvent-
membrane system is not necessary for the present calculations. This is
because the dominant contribution to Eq. 13 arises from local water-protein
interactions in the proton channel near the Schiff base. The contributions
from the long-range interactions with the surrounding solvent and lipid are
expected to be negligible; e.g., the free energy arising from the interaction
of a water dipole in a cavity of 15 A radius embedded in a continuum
dielectric, calculated using the Onsager equation (Onsager, 1936) is only
-0.01 kcal/mol. Thus, the neglect of the membrane environment and the
application of protein harmonic restraints are not expected to influence
significantly the thermodynamic results of the present study.
Free energy simulations
In Eq. 13, AAC)I,Y is the free energy difference between a system with
potential energy U,, in which a fully interacting water molecule is free to
move inside the cavity and a system with potential energy U, + u, in which
the water molecule is non-interacting and harmonically restrained by the
potential u(r). Although the calculation of AA"-' could in principle be
performed in a single step, it is advantageous to calculate the contributions
from the long-range electrostatic and short-range van der Waals interac-
tions separately. One reason for this is that these terms have different
convergence characteristics; for example, the harsh van der Waals repul-
sion must be treated with care (Zacharias et al., 1994, and references
therein). Another reason for adopting a two-step procedure is that physical
insight can be gained into the van der Waals and electrostatic contributions
to the free energy differences. Decomposition of the free energy is path
dependent (Shi et al., 1993). However, when used with care and with an
appropriate choice of path, a decomposition can give useful information on
the role of individual terms in the energy function (Boresch et al., 1994).
To treat the electrostatic and Lennard-Jones contributions separately,
the free energy differences were calculated in two steps. A path was chosen
involving an intermediate system in which a water molecule with neutral
atoms is restrained by the potential u(r). In the intermediate state, the
partial charges of the TIP3P model were set to zero whereas the Lennard-
Jones parameters were conserved. In the first step, the free energy, AAvdw
corresponding to turning on the Lennard-Jones interactions of a neutral
water restrained by the potential u(r) was calculated. This is the contribu-
tion due to van der Waals interactions, AAvdw, to the free energy £cavi4 ,
It was calculated using the slow growth method (Singh et al., 1987) in
which the thermodynamic integration is performed as a function of time
along a trajectory of 50 ps. The free energy was estimated from forward
and backward perturbations. The initial state was defined for the system in
which the van der Waals radii and the atomic partial charges of water were
set to zero. The restraint u(r) was applied to the oxygen atom of the water
molecule(s) concerned with a force constant of 20 kcal/mol/A2. The
reference positions of the harmonic potentials used in the free energy
calculations are given in Table 1. The force constant and the origin of the
potential were obtained by applying Eqs. 23 and 24 to the positions and
fluctuations obtained from the equilibration molecular dynamics run (the
rms fluctuations of all of the waters was on the order of 0.3 A).
The second step corresponds to the contribution due to electrostatic
interactions and the harmonic restraint AAclec+harm to the free energy
4cavity. In practice, the computation of the AAeiec+harm terms involves
gradually turning on the charges of a water molecule while turning off the
harmonic confining potential, u(r). 4Aelec+harm was calculated using the
perturbation windowing thermodynamic integration method (Kirkwood,
1935; Kollman, 1993) with 10 intermediate trajectories generated at values
of the coupling parameter A= 0.05, 0.15, ..., 0.95 that were perturbed by
+0.05 to obtain the free energy increments AAelec+harm(A, A + 6A). The
simulation for each window was equilibrated for 0.5 ps, starting from the
last configuration of the previous window. The sampling was performed
for 2 ps for each A. The free energy was estimated from forward and
backward simulations.
All of the free energy simulation trajectories were generated with
Langevin dynamics at a temperature of 300K. The nonhydrogen atoms
TABLE 1 Reference for the harmonic potentials
Reference positions (A)
Water XO Yo ZO
A 15.7 -9.9 3.9
B 15.4 -7.4 10.0
C 15.8 -9.4 11.9
D 15.8 -11.3 13.8
E 16.1 -10.5 16.4
The Schiff base N, of Lys 216 is located at (16.6, -9.0, 6.6) and the
protonated °,2 of Asp 96 is located at (13.5, -9.4, 18.2).
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were submitted to weak dissipative and stochastic Langevin forces corre-
sponding to a velocity relaxation rate of 5 ps-'. The stochastic dynamics
was used to ensure that the statistical configurational sampling corre-
sponded to that of a Boltzmann distribution characteristic of a canonical
ensemble at 300 K. All of the free energy calculations were done using the
PERT facility of CHARMM.
The thermodynamics of three hydration states of the proton channel
near the Schiff base were investigated. The polar channel (NH side, below
the Schiff base) and the nonpolar channel (CH side, above the Schiff base)
are treated as two separate, noncommunicating cavities. Molecular dynam-
ics calculations starting from the equilibrated system I were used to
evaluate the free energy for inserting water molecule A and the free energy
for simultaneously inserting water molecules B, C, D, and E together.
Molecules B-E were inserted together because it was found in the simu-
lations that they do not pass one another and exchange their positions in the
narrow hydrophobic channel. Molecular dynamics calculations starting
from the equilibrated system II were performed to calculate the free energy
of inserting water molecule B in the absence of the water molecules C, D,
and E in the nonpolar channel.
The free energy calculations for the three hydration states required a
total simulation time of 300 ps, i.e., 50 ps for each of the two steps for each
forward and backward transformation. This took approximately 1 month on
a single CPU of a Silicon Graphics SGI/480 Power Series computer.
Although additional and longer simulations could be generated to improve
the statistical convergence and accuracy of the present free energy calcu-
lations, the latter is only one part of the uncertainty due the low resolution
of the electron microscopy structure.
RESULTS
The results of the thermodynamic calculations on bR are
given in Table 2. First, we consider the polar cavity on the
extracellular side of the Schiff base, occupied by water
molecule A in the simulation. As the polar cavity can at
most contain one water molecule, only the binding factor R1
is required for a discussion of the occupancy probabilities.
The calculated free energy AA0j" for insertion of water A
is -13.8 kcallmol. In comparison, the free energy differ-
ence AA0J obtained for inserting a TIP3P water molecule
in pure water is -6.4 kcallmol (Beglov and Roux, 1994).
The above values yield a binding factor RI of 667. Based on
Eq. 19, the calculated probability of occupancy is 667/
(667 + 1) = 0.998. This indicates that there is effectively
full occupancy of the water molecule in the polar cavity.
The calculated free energy for water A results from a large
electrostatic contribution (-19.3 kcallmol), which is partly
canceled by a significant van der Waals contribution (+5.4
kcal/mol). The size of the electrostatic contribution can be
easily understood as water A simultaneously forms hydro-
gen bonds to the Schiff base NH and to the OQ atoms of both
Asp 85 and Asp 212. A snapshot of the hydrogen bond
network in the cytoplasmic side of the channel, taken after
40 ps of equilibration, is shown in Fig. 2. During the
equilibration, the average H20 HN distance for the
hydrogen bond was 2.03 A and the associated RMS fluctu-
ation 0.30 A. Thus, water A is well localized in the simu-
lation due to its strong hydrogen bonds. Other hydrogen
bonds in the polar region near the Schiff base are observed,
in particular H, of Tyr 57 and H, of Trp 86 with O& of Asp
212 and H , of Thr 89 with O, of Asp 85. Arg 82 is farther
from water A and hydrogen bonds to other water molecules
in the hydrophilic channel.
Interestingly, the strong polar interactions present in the
environment of the Schiff base are probably at the origin of
the large van der Waals free energy contribution. The van
der Waals contribution corresponds to free energy changes
on insertion into site A of a Lennard-Jones sphere repre-
senting a water molecule with no charges. Changes in the
geometry of the environment during the insertion of the
sphere lead to contributions to the free energy. In the present
case, favorable interactions involving the Schiff base, Asp
212, Asp 85, and Trp 86 are lost when water A is inserted.
In particular, a hydrogen bond is observed between the 065
of Asp 212 and the Schiff base NH group at A = 0.05 and
at A = 0.00, i.e., near and at the end-point simulation in
which the uncharged water molecule is not coupled with its
surroundings. The loss of this hydrogen bond during the
insertion of the sphere will contribute a significantly unfa-
vorable free energy. The contribution to the free energy
TABLE 2 Results of the free energy simulations
Free energies (kcallmol)
Simulations vdW Elec + Harm Elec Harm Total
Water A in system I F -18.9 -17.6 -1.3




Water BCDE in system I F -39.1 -33.2 -5.9




Water B in system II F -13.2 -12.1 -1.2




F, forward trajectory; B, backward trajectory; vdW, van der Waals.
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FIGURE 2 Configuration resulting from the construction of water mol-
ecules in the hydrophilic proton channel after equilibration from molecular
dynamics. A water molecule (water A) directly hydrogen bonded to the NH
of the Schiff base and a few of the water molecules located in the
hydrophilic channel belonging to the extracellular bulk region are shown
(most of the 23 water molecules located in the hydrophilic channel between
the Schiff base and Glu 204 are not shown).
change from the harmonic restraining potential is approxi-
mately + 1.5 kcal/mol, which is close to the optimal value of
3/2kBT according to Eqs. 22, 23, and 24.
Second, the nonpolar cavity is considered. Based on its
size, the nonpolar cavity can in principle contain from zero
to four water molecules. The free energy of insertion of a
first water on the cytoplasmic side of the Schiff base was
calculated by performing a thermodynamic calculation for
the insertion of water molecule B in system II. This yields
an estimate of the first binding factor RI for this cavity.
Although a complete sampling over the whole nonpolar
cavity is formally required to calculate the binding factor
RI, the insertion of a first water forming a hydrogen bond to
the CH of the Schiff base picks up the dominant contribu-
tion arising from the most stable position for a first water in
the nonpolar channel. The calculated binding free energy for
water B is - 13.8 kcal/mol, the same value as for water A.
Consequently, the calculated probability of occupancy is
again 0.998. However, the contributions to the free energy
of insertion of waters A and B are significantly different.
The electrostatic contribution is less favorable for insertion
of water B whereas the van der Waals contribution is more
favorable. This is primarily due to the fact that the cavity
containing water B is already preformed in the absence of
the water molecule and no significant free energy is re-
quired for inserting a particle (neutral water B) at this
position. Water B is located in a narrow region of the
channel, far from the cytoplasmic protein surface. It forms
hydrogen bonds with both the retinal CH group and the
backbone carbonyl oxygen of Thr 89 that persist in the
simulations. The average distance between the oxygen atom
of water B and the hydrogen of the retinal CH group was
2.15 A and the associated RMS fluctuation 0.18 A during
the equilibration dynamics. This is consistent with previous
calculations indicating that this CH-. 0 has a strong inter-
action energy (Nina et al., 1995). As in the case of water A,
the contribution from the harmonic restraining potential is
near the optimal limit of 3/2kBT.
The thermodynamic stability of the column of four water
molecules BCDE in the nonpolar channel was also exam-
ined. The binding free energy AAvi4t , corresponding to the
reversible thermodynamic work needed to simultaneously
insert a single file of four waters into the channel, calculated
using system I, is -37.6 kcal/mol. This free energy is
significantly more negative than the free energy for inser-
tion of four waters in bulk water (-6.4 X 4 = -25.6
kcal/mol). The channel on the cytoplasmic side is mostly
lined by nonpolar residues from helices B (residue 38-62),
C (residues 74-100), and G (residues 202-225). In partic-
ular, helix C has a long stretch of nonpolar residues leading
from the cytoplasmic side to the retinal: Thr 89, Thr 90, Pro
90, Leu 92-95, Asp 96, Leu 97, Ala 98, Leu 99-100, and
Val 101. The residues Phe 219, Ile 220, Leu 221, Ile 222,
and Leu 223 of helix G line the entrance of the channel.
Water molecules BCDE are in contact with the side chains
of Thr 46, Val 49, Pro 50, Thr 89, Leu 93, Phe 219, Ile 220,
and Leu 223. Thus, the four waters in the channel are not in
contact with polar side-chains. The question arises, there-
fore, as to the origin of the stabilization free energy in the
channel. Table 2 indicates that the free energy of insertion
of the column is dominated by the electrostatic contribution.
Indeed, as well as the above-mentioned factors stabilizing
water molecule B, the four water molecules form hydrogen
bonds between themselves and with neighboring backbone
groups. The hydrogen bonds present in the BCDE system
are depicted in Fig. 3. The four water molecules form a
continuously hydrogen-bonded single file with water B and
E hydrogen bonding to the retinal CH group and to the O0y2
of Asp 96, respectively. In addition, waters B, C, and D are
hydrogen bonded to the backbone carbonyl oxygens of Thr
89, Lys 216, and Ala 215, respectively. The hydrogen-
bonding network and the single file of waters was intact
during both the equilibration period and the free energy
calculations.
FIGURE 3 Configuration resulting from the construction of water mol-
ecules in the hydrophobic proton channel after equilibration from molec-
ular dynamics. Water B (bottom), C, D, and E (top) are shown. Water B is
hydrogen bonded to the retinal CH group. The cavity concerns mostly
residues from helix C (74-100), e.g., Thr 89, Leu 93, and Asp 96, and helix
G (202-225), e.g., Ala 215 and Lys 216.
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The presence of water in the channel does not signifi-
cantly perturb the geometry of the protein. All of the back-
bone (i)-C==O- H-N-(i + 4) a-helical hydrogen bonds
remain intact except for that between Ala 215 and Phe 219,
which is broken due to the interaction of Ala 215 with water
D. The side chain of Leu 93 is the cause of a significant
steric hindrance on the proton transfer pathway. As a result,
as can be seen from Fig. 3, waters C, D, and E deviate from
a linear configuration. This suggests that substitution of Leu
93 by a residue with a smaller side-chain would signifi-
cantly affect the arrangement of water molecules connecting
Asp 96 to the Schiff base.
The calculated binding free energy for the four molecules
yields a binding factor, R1I4, of 0.03. This is much smaller
than the binding factor obtained for water molecule A or
water molecule B. This indicates that these water molecules
are likely to have a marginal stability in the nonpolar
channel. Therefore, the four-molecule, hydrogen-bonded
chain might be expected to yield a partial occupancy. Al-
though the binding factors R2 and R3 are needed for a
complete discussion of the thermodynamic stability of the
water occupancy, those were not calculated due to the
computational limitations. Thus, the probability of occu-
pancy, Pn, cannot be evaluated for n = 1, 4. However, the
fact that the free energy of transfer of the column of water
from the bulk to the channel is significantly negative indi-
cates that the transfer of a column of water molecules from
bulk water to the cytoplasmic channel of bR is thermody-
namically permitted. Experimentally, it has been observed
that the reaction involving the transfer of a proton from Asp
96 to the Schiff base is affected by the presence of osmot-
ically active solutes and perturbants and can be specifically
inhibited by withdrawing water molecules from the inside
of the protein (Cao et al., 1991). The experimentally ob-
served sensitivity to the osmolarity of the bulk solution
suggests, in qualitative agreement with the present calcula-
tions, that the stability of those internal water molecules that
participate in the proton transfer reaction might be marginal.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The thermodynamic stability of water molecules in the bR
proton channel was investigated using molecular dynamics
simulations and free energy calculations. Following the
approach of Wade et al. (1990, 1991), a theoretical frame-
work for estimating the thermodynamic stability of water
molecules inside an isolated cavity buried in the interior of
a protein was formulated and rigorous mathematical expres-
sions that can be evaluated from computer simulations were
derived for calculating the binding constant and the proba-
bility of water occupancy in specific sites. This novel the-
oretical development and the present free energy simula-
tions allow a quantitative discussion of the hydration of
buried water sites in bR.
The application of the theory to the thermodynamic sta-
bility of water molecules in the proton transfer channel of
bR provides an example of the use of the method to answer
specific fundamental questions arising from experimental
work. The presence of one or more water molecules in the
vicinity of the Schiff base has been suggested from several
experiments. A resonance Raman study indicates that a
negatively charged complex counterion, formed by the pro-
ton acceptor Asp 85, Asp 212, and probably Arg 82, is
stabilized by water molecules near the Schiff base group
(Hildebrandt and Stockburger, 1984). Solid state 13C and
'5N nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments led to
a model being proposed in which a water molecule is
directly hydrogen-bonded to the Schiff base NH group (De
Groot et al., 1990). Additional solid state 1H and 15N NMR
experiments suggest that there is a direct exchange of the
Schiff base NH hydrogen with bulk water (Harbison et al.,
1988). More recently, a resonance Raman study of the
Schiff base hydrogen/deuterium exchange also led to the
conclusion that a water molecule is directly hydrogen-
bonded to the Schiff base NH group (Deng et al., 1994) and
a Fourier transform infrared difference spectroscopy study
concluded that two water molecules are trapped near the bR
active site (Fischer et al., 1994).
The present free energy results indicate that water mole-
cules A and B, which hydrogen bond directly to the retinal
Schiff base, are thermodynamically stable. During the sim-
ulations, these water molecules stay hydrogen-bonded in
their respective NH and CH sites. Consequently, hydrolysis
of the Schiff base into the tertiary amine and the retinal
aldehyde via attack of the w-electrons at the N=C by a
water molecule, which occurs rapidly in bulk solution, is
prevented in bR because the hydrogen-bonded water mole-
cules cannot move into a position perpendicular to the
retinal plane. Water molecule A simultaneously forms hy-
drogen bonds to the Schiff base NH and the O, of Asp 85
and Asp 212 in the simulation. Mutational analyses confirm
the strong catalytic function of Asp 85 and Asp 212 in the
retinal photoisomerization process in bR (Song et al., 1993).
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy has indicated the
presence of a water-Asp 85 interaction (Maeda et al., 1994).
The present calculations suggest that the thermodynamic
stability of water molecule B is approximately the same as
that of water molecule A. Water molecule B forms a rela-
tively unusual CH.. 0 hydrogen bond that is stabilized by
delocalization of the positive charge of the protonated
Schiff base (Nina et al., 1995). It has been suggested that
one reason why the primary isomerization does not occur
around the N-C 15 bond during the retinal photocycle might
be that the configuration of the water molecules around the
Schiff base shields the positive charge on C15 in the pho-
toexcited state (Song et al., 1995). Appropriate isotope-
labeling spectroscopic experiments aimed at detecting a
water molecule hydrogen-bonded to the retinal CH group
would seem to be worth undertaking. Based on the present
model, the carbon-water distance between the retinal carbon
C20 (methyl group) and water molecule B is on the order of
3.2 A. This suggests that a possible experiment would be to
use solid-state NMR to detect magnetization transfer be-
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tween 13C-labeled retinal at the C20 carbon position and
170-labeled water.
Water molecules such as A and B, directly associated
with the Schiff base, may significantly perturb the electronic
structure of retinal (Hildebrandt and Stockburger, 1984;
Beppu et al., 1994) and could play other important roles in
the bR photocycle. Experiments using synthetic retinal pro-
tonated Schiff bases lend support to the idea that water
molecules hydrogen-bonded to the Schiff base can modulate
the pKa of the NH group (Gat and Sheves, 1993). Quantum
chemical calculations on Schiff base/water/counterion com-
plexes suggest that the presence of water is indispensable
for the existence of the Schiff base in the protonated form,
i.e., the direct Schiff base/carboxylate ion pair is energeti-
cally unstable compared with the neutral complex (Beppu et
al., 1992). Continuum electrostatic calculations suggest that
a water molecule hydrogen-bonded directly to the Schiff
base NH may determine the pKa of adjacent residues (Sam-
pogna and Honig, 1994). Molecular dynamics calculations
suggest that the presence of water molecules near the Schiff
base can influence the dynamics of the isomerization of the
retinal in the early stages of the photocycle (Zhou et al.,
1993). The above considerations indicate that it has become
clear that a detailed understanding of water-Schiff base
hydrogen bonding will be required for a complete descrip-
tion of bR function.
The present results also indicate that the presence of a
column of four water molecules in the nonpolar region of
the channel between Asp 96 and the Schiff base is thermo-
dynamically allowed. Water B is quite stable whereas the
three other water molecules CDE in the hydrophobic chan-
nel have a marginal stability. The lack of resolution of the
electron microscopy structure, in particular the uncertainty
of the side-chain conformations, makes it difficult to ad-
dress this question further by performing more accurate
calculations and may have contributed to the marginal sta-
bility of the waters CDE in the hydrophobic channel. The
free energy of insertion of the column of water molecules in
the bR channel is significantly lower than that for their
insertion in bulk water. The probability of occupancy is
significantly less than one and might be sensitive to the
presence of osmotically active solutes in the bulk solution
(such as high salt concentration). The stabilization free
energy is essentially electrostatic in origin and arises in part
from the ability of the water molecules to make hydrogen
bonds with themselves and the protein backbone carbonyl
groups. The presence of water molecules in the cytoplasmic
channel is consistent with results from low-resolution neu-
tron scattering experiments (Zaccal, 1987; Papadopoulos et
al., 1990). The present simulations are also in general ac-
cord with the results of molecular dynamics calculations
using a slightly different potential function (Humphrey et
al., 1994).
During the last steps of the photocycle, a proton is trans-
ferred from the side chain of Asp 96 to reprotonate the
Schiff base (Gerwert et al., 1989). The present results lend
support to the idea that water molecules play a direct role in
this process (Cao et al., 1991). Indeed, a water proton
transfer chain may function even if it is incomplete for a
significant fraction of the time, as suggested here. However,
the present calculations were made on the light-adapted
bR568. The proton transfer itself takes place in a different
species in the photocycle (the M -* N step), in which the
Schiff base is unprotonated and 13-cis. This may signifi-
cantly affect the hydrogen-bonding pattern in the vicinity of
the Schiff base. Indeed, evidence exists for changes in
water-Schiff base hydrogen bonding during the photocycle
(Fischer et al., 1994). Moreover, there is also evidence
for structural changes in the protein in the M state
(Subramaniam et al., 1993). More detailed experimental
information on these aspects would aid in the setting up of
reliable thermodynamic calculations on the bR photocycle
intermediates.
The present theoretical development allows a quantitative
discussion of the hydration of buried water sites in light-
adapted bR. The finding that the presence of water mole-
cules in an apparently hydrophobic region of a protein is
thermodynamically permissible suggests that calculations
such as those presented here may find widespread use.
Moreover, the rigorous methodology presented here is gen-
erally applicable to the problem of estimating the thermo-
dynamic stability of any small molecule in a specific site
inside a macromolecule.
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